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1. Introduction
This 64-stroke character has a long history, it can be found in some old editions of《潮语十五音》,
what’s more, it’s known to many today’s Teochew people as well. The meaning of it is “恋”, but
they have neither the same pronunciation nor the similar glyph. And, to some extend, it is similar
to “biang” which is submitted by UTC as UTC-00791 and UTC-01312. They are both used in
dialects, they are both complex enough, and they both features unique cultural connotation. So I
think this ideograph should be encoded, too.

2.Proposed Character

Glyph IDS
Teochew
Dialect

Pronunciation

kRSUnicode
Value

Evidence UTC Nunber


⿳⿲日䜌干

⿲月⿲長馬

長戈心

soih⁴ 61.60

Fig.1
Fig.2
Fig.3
Fig.4

UTC-03076
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3.Evidences
Fig.1 江夏懋亭氏: 《汇集雅俗通十五音全本》, 1916年, p14
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Fig.2 杨扬发( Yangfa Yang ):《潮汕十八音字典 普通话对照》, 汕头: 汕头大学出版社, 2001
年 7月第 1版, 2007年 1月第 1次印刷, ISBN 7-81036-134-1, p21
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Fig.3 Zhang Dongrong (张东荣) wrote an article on the Internet to introduce this character.

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/po/feed/share?wfr=spider&for=pc&context=%7B%22sourceFrom%2
2%3A%22bjh%22%2C%22nid%22%3A%22news_3101228619086550779%22%7D

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/po/feed/share?wfr=spider&for=pc&context=%7B%22sourceFrom%22%3A%22bjh%22%2C%22nid%22%3A%22news_3101228619086550779%22%7D
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/po/feed/share?wfr=spider&for=pc&context=%7B%22sourceFrom%22%3A%22bjh%22%2C%22nid%22%3A%22news_3101228619086550779%22%7D
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Fig.4 Someone wrote an article on the Internet to introduce this character.

http://www.usd52730.com/thread-17416-1-1.html

http://www.usd52730.com/thread-17416-1-1.html
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4.Others

Thanks to Eddie Li(李佳宸) to make the ideograph“” .

Thanks to Zhang Dongrong (张东荣) to provide his article as evidence.

I tried to contact with @七彩坊陶瓷 but failed, thanks to him, too.

(End of Document)
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